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We have studied the photodissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide, DMSO-h6 and DMSO-d6, at 193 nm
using the technique of photofragment translational spectroscopy with a tunable vacuum ultraviolet
product probe provided by undulator radiation on the Chemical Dynamics Beamline at the
Advanced Light Source. In contrast to previous investigations we have found the dissociation to
proceed via a stepwise mechanism involving multiple reaction channels. The primary dissociation,
S–C bond cleavage to eliminate a methyl radical, was found to have two competing channels with
distinct translational energy distributions. The translational energy distribution for the major
primary dissociation channel suggests that it proceeds in a statistical manner on the ground
electronic surface following internal conversion. In competition with this channel is a primary
dissociation that exhibits a translational energy distribution suggestive of dissociation on an excited
electronic surface with most of the available energy partitioned into translational and electronic
degrees of freedom. Secondary decomposition of the CD3SO intermediate was found to proceed
exclusively via C–S bond cleavage, CD3SO→CD31SO. However, secondary decomposition of the
CH3SO intermediate was found to exhibit competition between CH3SO→CH31SO and
CH3SO→CH2SO1H. The dissociation to CH3 and SO was the major secondary decomposition
channel with the translational energy distribution indicating a barrier to recombination of.8
kcal/mol. While a minor hydrogen atom elimination channel was found to play a role in secondary
decomposition of CH3SO intermediates, no analogous secondary C–D bond cleavage was detected
from the CD3SO intermediates indicating the importance of tunneling in the secondary
decomposition of CH3SO. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01702-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a molecule with two equivalent chemical bonds
excited above the threshold for dissociation of both bon
how the rupture of the two bonds are temporally coup
becomes a salient question. For discussions of the temp
correlation of the dissociating bonds we adopt here the c
venient experimental definitions of concerted and stepw
mechanisms, where concerted refers to cleavage of
bonds prior to rotation of the intermediate, and stepwise
fers to cleavage of the bonds in two distinct steps with
lifetime of the intermediate exceeding its rotational perio1

Recently the question of a concerted versus stepwise d
ciation has been addressed in our laboratory for such th
body dissociation processes as azomethane2 and acetone,3

where the technique of photofragment translational spect
copy ~PTS! was demonstrated to be particularly adept at
solving the dissociation dynamics. Characterization of s
correlations between dissociating bonds is difficult us
time-resolved techniques for cases where the first step is
dissociative rather than direct owing to the uncertainty in
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determination of time zero.4 Here we have continued th
investigation of this class of photodissociation using PTS
study the UV dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide, DMSO. A
193 nm there is sufficient energy to break both of the C
bonds in DMSO. The dissociation can proceed in eithe
concerted@Reaction~1!# or stepwise@Reaction~2!# manner5,6

CH3SOCH3→CH31SO1CH3, DH5103 kcal/mol,
~1!

CH3SOCH3→CH3SO1CH3, DH551 kcal/mol, ~2a!

CH3SO→CH31SO, DH552 kcal/mol. ~2b!

In addition to dissociation to two methyl radicals and sulf
monoxide, the following dissociation channels are also th
modynamically accessible at 193 nm5,6

CH3SOCH3→CH3SO1CH3→CH2SO1H1CH3,

DH5106 kcal/mol, ~3!

CH3SOCH3→C2H61SO, DH513 kcal/mol, ~4!

CH3SOCH3→CH2SO1CH4, DH52 kcal/mol. ~5!

The room temperature UV absorption spectrum
DMSO was recorded by Gollnick and Stracke.7 The absorp-
tion at 188 nm was attributed to a~p*←p! transition on the
SO moiety and the absorption at 205 nm to either a~s*←n!
or (d←n) transition. The only published investigations
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540 Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
the gas phase UV photodissociation of DMSO have b
reported by Chenet al. dissociating at 193 nm.8 They used
LIF ~laser induced fluorescence! on both the (A-X) and (B-
X) transitions to probe the the SO products, and 211 REMPI
~resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization! to probe the
methyl radical products. They found the SO vibrational d
tribution to be inverted, peaked atv52. They also assigned
rotational temperatures for the SO products at 750–145
and reported the SO quantum yield at 1.0260.12. The results
of the 211 REMPI measurements made on the methyl ra
cal products found them to be internally cold with only 1
kcal/mol of internal energy on average in each methyl. Ba
on their measurements of the partitioning of the availa
energy the authors concluded that the dissociation of DM
at 193 nm proceeds along a single reaction path to prod
SO12CH3 in a concerted three-body elimination, reaction
The inverted SO vibrational distribution was attributed to
elongated S–O bond length in the electronically exci
DMSO. Since concerted elimination processes represen
exception for three-body dissociations, the suggestion
DMSO dissociates in a concerted manner at 193 nm pres
it as a particularly interesting dynamical system for inves
gation.

In this study we have used PTS with VUV product io
ization to investigate the dissociation dynamics of DMSO6
and DMSO-d6 following absorption at 193 nm. We hav
observed direct evidence that the dissociation to form
and two methyl radicals proceeds via a stepwise mechan
Our SO photoionization measurements agree with the in
nal energy measured for the SO product by Chenet al., how-
ever, our measured translational energy distributions sug
a much larger fraction of the available energy is partition
into internal excitation of the methyl radical products th
reported from the 211 REMPI results. In contrast to th
conclusions of Chenet al.we have found the dissociation t
be considerably more complex involving multiple decomp
sition channels. We have identified competing dissociat
channels in both the primary dissociation involving C–
bond cleavage to eliminate a methyl radical as well as
secondary decomposition of the sufonyl intermediate. T
study represents one of the first applications of vacuum
traviolet ~VUV ! undulator radiation as a photofragme
probe in PTS experiments and demonstrates this techniqu
be a powerful new tool for investigations in chemical d
namics.

II. EXPERIMENT

For detection of all neutral photofragments except h
drogen atoms, the experiments were carried out on
Chemical Dynamics Beamline at the Advanced Light Sou
~ALS! at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.9 The ap-
paratus will be described in detail in a forthcomin
publication.10,11 The design is based on an apparatus c
rently used in our laboratory and described elsewhere,12 with
the most significant difference being the use of tunable V
undulator radiation from the ALS for product ionization
place of electron impact ionization. A complete descripti
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
n
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of the undulator radiation at the Chemical Dynamics Bea
line can be found in Ref. 11. The light is continuously tu
able from 8–50 eV with a bandwidth of 2.5% providing a
average of 531015 photons/sec at the fundamental ener
and substantial power in the higher harmonics. The undul
radiation is passed through a harmonic filter that consist
a gas cell containing 30 torr of noble gas. For undula
radiation at energies below the I.P. for the noble gas the fi
is transparent. However, above the I.P. of the noble gas
filter provides a.104 suppression of the light. By selecting
gas with an I.P. between the fundamental and the sec
harmonic energy of the undulator radiation, the higher or
harmonics from the undulator are efficiently filtered from t
VUV beam. The undulator radiation is then focused to 1
3200 micrometers at the point of intersection with the d
sociation products.

A continuous molecular beam of either DMSO-h6 or
DMSO-d6, ,1% in He, was generated by bubbling 40–6
torr of He through a room temperature liquid sample a
expanding the resulting mixture through a 0.25 mm stainl
steel nozzle into a source chamber maintained at 131024

torr. The nozzle was heated to 80 °C to inhibit cluster fo
mation and the resulting molecular beam typically had
r.m.s. velocity of 1080 m/s with FWHM of 15%. After bein
skimmed twice the molecular beam was intersected at 90
the output of a Lambda Physik LPX200 excimer laser op
ating on the ArF transition~193.3 nm! with laser fluence
ranging 1–500 mJ/cm2. The molecular beam was rotatab
about the axis of the dissociation laser, with the dissociat
laser and detector axes fixed mutually perpendicular. Neu
photofragments, which recoiled out of the molecular bea
traveled 15.1 cm where they were photoionized by the un
lator radiation, mass selected with a quadrupole mass fi
and counted as a function of time using a Daly ion counte13

For detection of hydrogen atoms a similar apparatus w
used with modifications designed to increase sensitivity
m/e 1 photofragments which have been discus
previously.14 In this configuration a pulsed molecular bea
of ,1% DMSO-h6 in He, the dissociation laser, and the d
tector axis are all fixed mutually perpendicular. The diss
ciation laser intersects the unskimmed molecular beam 5
above the pulsed nozzle exit. Neutral photofragments
recoil at 90° from the molecular beam pass through two
fining apertures and travel 37.0 cm where they are ionized
electron impact, mass selected, and counted as a functio
time in the same manner as described above.

Center of mass translational energy distribution
P(ET)s, for the neutral photofragments were obtained fro
the time of flight spectra, TOF, using the forward convo
tion technique.12,15 The forward convolution technique in
volves convolution of an initialP(ET) over the instrument
response function to simulate the TOF spectra. The sim
lated TOF spectra are then compared with the raw data
theP(ET) is iteratively adjusted until the best fit to the ra
data is obtained.

DMSO-h6, 99%, and DMSO-d6, 99.9% isotopic purity,
were obtained from Aldrich and used without further puri
cation.
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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541Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
III. RESULTS

For all of the TOF spectra presented the open circ
represent the data, the dashed lines are single channel
tributions to the forward convolution fit, and the solid line
the overall fit to the data.

A. DMSO-d6

The TOF spectra for m/e 66~CD3SO
1! at source angles

of 12° and 22.5° are shown in Fig. 1. Each spectrum is
result of 23106 laser shots with the undulator radiation set
11.0 eV. Not only do these spectra directly identify CD3SO
as a primary dissociation product, reaction~2a!, but the spec-
tra suggest that there is more than one dissociation cha
resulting in CD3SO photoproducts. The spectrum at 12° e
hibits a clear shoulder;80 msec and the spectrum has be
fitted with two separate contributions. The presence of
contribution at earlier flight times is confirmed in the 22.
spectrum. The c.m. translational energy distribution for e
of the two contributions are shown in Fig. 2. The prima
dissociation channel that produces slow photofragments@Fig.
2~a!#, is peaked around 8 kcal/mol and has a tail that exte
beyond 30 kcal/mol. The primary dissociation channel t
produces fast photofragments@Fig. 2~b!# is peaked at 26
kcal/mol and extends to 42 kcal/mol. Additional evidence
two channels leading to CD3SO can be seen in Fig. 3, th
TOF spectrum for m/e 64~CD2SO

1! at 12°, which was taken
under the same photoionization conditions as the m/e
spectra. Different dissociation channels leading to CD3SO
products demonstrate different dissociative ionization p
terns as a result of the distinct internal energy distribution
the CD3SO products. Figure 3 has been fitted with t
P(ET)’s in Fig. 2 and it is clear that while the primary dis
sociation channel that produces slow photofragments is
evident with dissociative ionization slightly favoring th
translationally slower, and therefore internally warmer, fra

FIG. 1. TOF spectra for m/e 66~CD3SO
1! at source angles of 12° an

22.5°. The forward convolution fit contains two contributions represen
the fast and slow channels for reaction~2a! and fit with theP(ET)’s in Fig.
2.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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ments, the primary dissociation channel that produces
photofragments is not observed at the CD2SO mass. The fail-
ure to detect any of the primary channel that produces
photofragments at m/e 64, demonstrates that the CD3SO
fragments from that channel are vibrationally much coo
than the primary channel that produces slow photofragme
with an internal energy distribution distinct from the slo
photofragment dissociation channel.

The TOF spectra for m/e 18~CD3
1! at source angles o

20, 35, and 50° are shown in Fig. 4 and were taken with
undulator radiation set at 12.0 eV and without the use of
harmonic filter. The spectra have been fitted with three c
tributions. The contribution at the earliest flight times is fi

g

FIG. 2. ~a! c.m. translational energy distribution used to fit the slow con
bution in the m/e 66~CD3SO

1! TOF spectra~Fig. 1!. ~b! c.m. translational
energy distribution used to fit the fast contribution in the m/e 66~CD3SO

1!
TOF spectra~Fig. 1!.

FIG. 3. TOF spectrum for m/e 64~CD2SO
1! at a source angle of 12°. The

fit shown is from the twoP(ET)’s in Fig. 2 with the same fitting ratio used
to fit the m/e 66~CD3SO

1! spectra in Fig. 1. Note absence of the fast featu
in the experimental data.
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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542 Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
ted with theP(ET) for the primary channel which produce
fast photofragments observed at m/e 66, Fig. 2~b!, confirm-
ing the fast methyl photofragments as the moment
matched dissociation partners of the fast CD3SO fragments.
The remaining two contributions are the broad contribut
peaked at;80 msec that are the methyl products from t
slow photofragment primary dissociation channel, react
~2a!; and the contribution peaked;55msec representing me
thyl products that result from secondary decomposition
those primary CD3SO fragments produced with sufficient in
ternal energy to undergo secondary dissociation, reac
~2b!. The P(ET) for the primary dissociation channel th
results in slow photofragments is shown in Fig. 5~a!. It is
peaked near zero with an exponential decrease extendin
yond 30 kcal/mol. Since methyl radical products do not u
dergo secondary decomposition, theP(ET) in Fig. 5~a! rep-
resents the completeP(ET) for the slow photofragmen
primary dissociation channel. Figure 6 shows theP(ET)
from Fig. 5~a!, along with theP(ET) from Fig. 2~a!, which is
the P(ET) for the slow photofragment primary CD3SO dis-
sociation products that survive. The primaryP(ET) for
CD3SO intermediates that undergo secondary decompos
is the difference between Figs. 5~a! and 2~a!, shown as the
crossed-hatched region in Fig. 6. For a discussion of
truncation in the primaryP(ET) for the surviving CD3SO
photofragments, see Sec. IV B. TheP(ET) for the secondary
decomposition of CD3SO intermediates@reaction~2b!#, pro-

FIG. 4. TOF spectra for m/e 18~CD3
1! at source angles of 20°, 35°, and 50

The forward convolution fit has three components. The fastest compo
peaked;40 msec is fit with theP(ET) in Fig. 2~b! and represents the fas
channel for reaction~2a!. The slowest and broadest component, peaked;80
msec, is fitted with theP(ET) in Fig. 5~a! and represents the slow chann
for reaction~2a!. The middle contribution, peaked;55 msec, is fitted with
the secondaryP(ET) in Fig. 5~b! and represents products from reaction~2b!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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duced in the slow photofragment primary dissociation
shown in Fig. 5~b!. It is peaked at 8 kcal/mol and extends
32 kcal/mol.

TOF spectra for m/e 48~SO1! at source angles of 25, 40
and 50° are shown in Fig. 7 and were taken under the s
photoionization conditions as the m/e 18 spectra. The fi
the TOF consists predominantly of the signal from the s

nt,

FIG. 5. ~a! Primary c.m. translation energy distribution used to fit the slo
est contribution to the m/e 18~CD3

1! TOF spectra in Fig. 4, slow channel fo
reaction~2a!. ~b! Secondary c.m. translation energy distribution for reacti
~2b! used to fit the middle contribution to the m/e 18~CD3

1! TOF spectra in
Fig. 4 and the dominant contribution to the m/e 48~SO1! TOF spectra in
Fig. 7.

FIG. 6. The c.m. translational energy distribution from Fig. 2~a! overlayed
on the c.m. translation energy distribution from Fig. 5~a!. The area with the
cross-hatches is the difference between Figs. 5~a! and 2~a! and represents
the primary c.m. translation energy distribution for sulfonyl intermedia
that undergo secondary C–S bond cleavage.
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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543Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
ondary decomposition of the CD3SO intermediates produce
in the slow photofragment primary dissociation chann
There is a small contribution to the m/e 48 TOF spectra fr
dissociative ionization of CD3SO intermediates, which is
peaked at;130 msec and is most evident in the 25° spe
trum. As mentioned above for the secondary CD3 products,
the primaryP(ET) for CD3SO intermediates that underg
secondary decomposition is represented by the difference
tween Figs. 5~a! and 2~a!, ~see Fig. 6!. The m/e 48~SO1!
spectra were fitted using the secondaryP(ET) in Fig. 5~b!,
confirming the secondary methyl contribution in the m/e
TOF spectra to be the momentum matched partner of the
Although the fits to the secondary decomposition of
CD3SO intermediates at m/e 18~CD3

1! and m/e 48~SO1!
were not sensitive to the precise shape of the secondary
gular distribution, the fits did require that the secondary
gular distribution maintain forward/backward symmetry.

Branching ratios. The branching ratios are depicted
Fig. 8. The branching ratios were obtained from the fitti
ratios of the three contributions to the m/e 18~CD3

1! TOF
spectra. We, therefore, assumed that under the experim
photoionization conditions the photoionization cross-sect
for the methyl radical products was independent of their
ternal energy. All kinematic considerations are accounted
in the fitting procedure. The ratio of the three channels u
to obtain the best fit to the m/e 18 spectra was 19~primary,
fast photofragments!:52 ~primary, slow photofragments!:29
~secondary!. This yields a ratio of 27:73 for the fast photo
fragment primary dissociation channel to the slow pho

FIG. 7. TOF spectra for m/e 48~SO1! from dissociation of DMSO-d6 at
source angles of 25°, 40°, and 50°. The dominant contribution to the
ward convolution fit is the result of reaction~2b! and is fitted with the
P(ET) in Fig. 5~b!. The small contribution to the fit at 25°, peaked;125
msec, is from dissociative ionization of CD3SO photoproducts.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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fragment primary dissociation channel. With the second
dissociation proceeding exclusively from the slow photofra
ment primary dissociation, the fitting ratios indicate that 56
of the CD3SO fragments produced in the slow photofragme
primary dissociation undergo secondary decomposition.
best fits to the CD3SO spectra, m/e 66, were obtained with
ratio of 44~primary, fast photofragments!:56 ~primary, slow
photofragments!. This ratio of the fast primary CD3SO prod-
ucts to the surviving slow primary CD3SO intermediates is
consistent with the measured ratios for the m/e 18 spec
With 56% of the slow photofragment primary channel und
going secondary decomposition the result is a ratio of 45
for the fast photofragment primary channel to the survivi
slow secondary CD3SO products, which is consistent wit
the fitting ratio for the m/e 66 TOF spectra. The majority
the error in the branching ratios obtained in this fashion
sults from the ability to adjust the fitting ratios while main
taining a reasonable fit to all of the TOF data. We estim
this error to be,10%.

B. DMSO-h6

We were not able to observe TOF spectra for m/e
~CH3SO

1!. The inability to directly detect the CH3SO inter-
mediate is the result of a number of experimental factors.
will be shown, in comparison with the CD3SO intermediates,
a greater percentage of the CH3SO intermediates produced i
the slow photofragment primary dissociation undergo s
ondary decomposition. In addition, the fast photofragm
primary dissociation is less prevalent in the case

r-
FIG. 8. Branching ratios for the dissociation of DMSO-d6 and DMSO-h6 at
193 nm. Determination of the values is discussed in the text. The error in
values is estimated to be,10%.
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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544 Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
DMSO-h6. Although this accounts for a reduction of;30%
in the yield of CH3SO intermediates in the dissociation, th
most substantial reduction in signal results from the nec
sity to increase the resolution of the quadrupole mass filte
permit sufficient discrimination between m/e 62 and m/e
The increased resolution is accompanied by a severe re
tion in transmission of the quadrupole. The low signal at m
66 ~CD3SO

1! from the the CD3SO intermediate was likely
the result of preferential photodissociation rather than pho
ionization, and the additional reductions in signal for t
CH3SO rendered it unobservable under the experime
conditions.

Although we were not able to detect any signal at m/e
~CH3SO

1!, we observed a substantial signal at m/e 62. T
TOF spectrum for m/e 62~CH2SO

1! at a source angle of 15
is shown in Fig. 9. The spectrum was taken with the un
lator radiation set at 12 eV without the harmonic filter. T
signal at m/e 62 can be attributed to either dissociative i
ization of CH3SO intermediates or to secondary decompo
tion of the CH3SO intermediates involving hydrogen ato
elimination@reaction~3!#. Direct evidence for reaction~3! is
shown in Fig. 10, the TOF spectrum for m/e 1~H1!. The fit
to the m/e 1 TOF spectrum contains three contributions.
slow contribution, peaked at 110msec, is the contribution
from dissociatively ionized methyl radical products scatte
to 90°. The contribution at early times, peaked at 30msec,
exhibits a near quadratic dependence on the dissociatio
ser fluence and has been fitted as a two-photon dissocia
with the first photon yielding methyl radical products and t
second photon dissociating the methyl radicals to methyl
and hydrogen atoms. TheP(ET) for methyl radical photo-
dissociation at 193 nm has been previously determined
this laboratory14 and was used in the fitting for the seconda
step in the two-photon dissociation. The remaining mid
feature, peaked at 50msec had a linear dependence on t

FIG. 9. TOF spectrum for m/e 62~CH2SO
1! at a source angle of 15°. Th

forward convolution fit is from the primary and secondaryP(ET)’s in Figs.
10~a! and 10~b! according to reaction~3!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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laser power and was fitted assuming a stepwise mecha
for reaction~3!. The translational energy distributions for th
primary, CH3SOCH3→CH31SOCH3, and the secondary dis
sociation, SOCH3→SOCH21H, are shown in Fig. 11. The
P(ET)’s in Fig. 11 were also used to fit the TOF spectru
for m/e 62 in Fig. 9, providing strong evidence that the m
62 TOF signal is the result of reaction~3!. The primary
P(ET) is peaked at 6 kcal/mol and exponentially declin
beyond 30 kcal/mol, and the secondaryP(ET) is peaked at 4
kcal/mol and extends to 18 kcal/mol.

TOF spectra for m/e 15~CH3
1! at source angles of 20

and 35° are shown in Fig. 12. The undulator radiation w
set at 11 eV and the harmonic filter was used with argo11

The fitting is analogous to the m/e 18~CD3
1! spectra de-

scribed above with the same three individual contributio
Owing to reasons discussed above, we were not able to
serve spectra for the CH3SO fragment and we have therefo
assumed theP(ET) in Fig. 2~b! from the fast photofragmen
primary dissociation channel of DMSO-d6 in fitting the fast
contribution peaked;30msec. The remaining two contribu
tions are the slow photofragment primary dissociation,
slowest and broadest contribution peaked around 70msec,
and subsequent secondary decomposition of the CH3SO in-
termediate, reaction~2b!, peaked;40 ms. TheP(ET) for
fitting the slow photofragment primary dissociation, reacti
~2a!, is shown in Fig. 13~a! and is identical to the analogou
P(ET) for the deuterated case in Fig. 5~a!. TheP(ET) used
to fit the secondary decomposition, Reaction~2b!, is shown

FIG. 10. TOF spectrum for m/e 1~H1! with the detector, molecular beam
and dissociation laser mutually perpendicular. The forward convolution
contains three contributions. The fastest contribution, peaked;40msec, is a
two-photon dissociation involving C–S bond cleavage followed by seco
ary photodissociation of the methyl radical products. The slowest contr
tion, peaked;105 msec; is from dissociative ionization of methyl radica
products. The middle contribution, peaked;60msec is fit with the primary
and secondaryP(ET)’s in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! according to reaction~3!.
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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545Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
in Fig. 13~b!. The TOF spectra for the momentum match
secondary SO fragments, m/e 48~SO1!, at source angles o
20, 30, and 45°, are shown in Fig. 14. The dominant con
bution is from decomposition of the CH3SO intermediates

FIG. 11. ~a! Primary c.m. translation energy distribution used to fit the m
62 ~CH2SO

1! TOF spectrum in Fig. 9 and the middle contribution to the m
1 ~H1! TOF spectrum in Fig. 10, reaction~3!. ~b! Secondary c.m. translation
energy distribution for reaction~3! used to fit the m/e 62~CH2SO

1! TOF
spectrum in Fig. 9 and the middle contribution to the m/e 1~H1! TOF
spectrum in Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. TOF spectra for m/e 15~CH3
1! at source angles of 20° and 35

The forward convolution fit has three components. The fastest compo
peaked;40 msec; is fit with theP(ET) in Fig. 2~b! and represents the fas
channel for reaction~2a!. The slowest and broadest component, peaked;75
msec is fit with theP(ET) in Fig. 13~a! and represents the slow channel f
reaction ~2a!. The middle contribution, peaked;45 msec; is fit with the
secondaryP(ET) in Fig. 13~b! and represents products from reaction~2b!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
i-

Reaction~2b!, fitted with the secondaryP(ET) in Fig. 13~b!.
At 20 and 30° there is a small contribution on the slow s
from dissociative ionization of CH3SO photofragments. Al-
though the secondaryP(ET) is very similar to the analogou
P(ET) for the deuterated dissociation@Fig. 5~b!#, it is
slightly broader. As with the fits to the DMSO-d6 data, the
secondary angular distribution was not sensitive to the ex
shape of the distribution. However, the fits did require th
forward/backward symmetry be maintained.

Photoionization spectrum of the SO product.Figure 15
shows the relative intensity of the TOF signal at m/e 48 a
a source angle of 20° as a function of the photoionizat
energy from 8.25 eV to 11.0 eV. For this measurement
addition to the rare gas harmonic filter, the undulator rad
tion passed through a 3 mmthick MgF2 window to further
reduce background from residual high energy photons ab
the transmission cutoff for MgF2 of about 11.2 eV. The en
ergy distribution of the undulator radiation had a FWHM
2.5%. From Fig. 15 the ionization onset for the SO produ
is ;9.5 eV. Taking into consideration the bandwidth of t
undulator radiation, this corresponds to an onset of;9.8 eV.
The vertical I.P. for sulfur monoxide is 10.3260.02 eV.17

The difference between the ionization onset for the SO pr
uct and the vertical I.P. reflects an internal energy conten
the SO of 0.5060.15 eV.

Branching ratios. The branching ratios are depicted
Fig. 8. The ratio between the fast photofragment prim
channel, slow photofragment primary channel, and seco
ary C–S bond cleavage was obtained from the fits to the

nt,

FIG. 13. ~a! Primary c.m. translation energy distribution used to fit t
slowest contribution to the m/e 15~CH3

1! TOF spectra in Fig. 12, slow
channel for reaction~2a!. ~b! Secondary c.m. translation energy distributio
for reaction~2b! used to fit the middle contribution to the m/e 15~CH3

1!
TOF spectra in Fig. 12 and the dominant contribution to the m/e 48~SO1!
TOF spectra in Fig. 14.
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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546 Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
15 ~CH3
1! spectra. The best fit to the data resulted from

ratio of 11:54:35, respectively, indicating 65% of the CH3SO
intermediates produced in the slow primary step unde
secondary decomposition. The error in the ratios between
contributions in the m/e 15 fits is analogous to the case
DMSO-d6, ,10%. In order to estimate the percentage of
secondary hydrogen elimination@reaction ~3!#, we must

FIG. 14. TOF spectra for m/e 48~SO1! from dissociation of DMSO-h6 at
source angles of 20°, 30°, and 45°. The dominant contribution to the
ward convolution fit is the result of reaction~2b! and is fit with theP(ET) in
Fig. 13~b!. The small contribution to the fit at 20°, peaked;125 msec, is
from dissociative ionization of CH3SO photoproducts.

FIG. 15. Photoionization spectrum for m/e 48~SO1! photofragments from
DMSO-h6 at a source angle of 20° for undulator radiation energies of 8.2
10.75 eV. The VUV had a roughly Gaussian shape in energy with FW
of 0.5 eV.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
a

o
he
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compare the signal intensity of the m/e 62 and m/e 15 T
spectra. Since there is no current information on the pho
ionization cross-section for CH2SO at 12 eV we make the
assumption that the photoionization cross sections of CH3 at
11.0 eV and CH2SO at 12.0 eV are equal and we estimate
contribution of reaction 3 at,5% overall.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Primary dissociation [reaction (2a)]

Detection of the CD3SO product at m/e 66~see Fig. 1!,
provides strong evidence that the dissociation to sulfur m
oxide and two methyl radicals does not exclusively proce
via a three-body process. The TOF spectrum for m/e 66
12° in Fig. 1 exhibits a shoulder on the fast side sugges
two contributions to the spectrum, a contribution peaked
80 msec, and a slower broad contribution peaked at 1
msec. The existence of two separate contributions is c
firmed by the differing dissociative ionization at m/e 6
~CD2SO

1! ~see Fig. 3!, indicating the production of two dif-
ferent m/e 66 photoproducts with distinct vibrational ener
distributions. As discussed above we were not able to de
the CH3SO photoproducts due to experimental limitatio
~see Sec III B!. However, the fits to the TOF spectra at m
15 confirm the analogous fast and slow primary dissociati
in the case of DMSO-h6.

Fast photofragment primary dissociation.The P(ET)
for the fast photofragment primary dissociation@reaction
~2a!# shown in Fig. 2~b! is peaked at 24 kcal/mol and extend
to a maximum of 4265 kcal/mol. Assuming the maximum in
the P(ET) reflects the production of vibrationally
rotationally cold products, and neglecting the internal ene
of the DMSO reactant,18 the maximum in theP(ET) repre-
sents the available energy following photodissociation at 1
nm ~148 kcal/mol!. Given an available energy of 4265 kcal/
mol and using DHf~DMSO!5231.4 kcal/mol and
DHf~CH3!534.8 kcal/mol ~see Ref. 5! the result is
DHf~CH3SO!54065 kcal/mol. Comparison of this value t
the value obtained from group additivity o
DHf~CH3SO!5215 kcal/mol~Ref. 6! suggests that the fas
primary dissociation might result in the production of a
excited electronic state of CH3SO, which lies;55 kcal/mol
above the ground electronic state. The lack of dissocia
ionization of the fast m/e 66~CD3SO

1! product to m/e 64
~CD2SO

1!, as compared with the slow photofragment p
mary dissociation~see Figs. 1 and 2!, indicates the fast
CD3SO product is vibrationally much cooler than the slo
CD3SO product. This also indicates that the electronica
excited CD3SO products must undergo radiative relaxati
during the;30msec collisionless flight to the detector sinc
nonradiative relaxation would result in vibrational excitatio
which is not evident in the dissociative ionization at m/e
~CD2SO

1!. The large fraction of available energy partitione
into translation,̂ Etrans&526 kcal/mol, and the fact that th
distribution is peaked at 24 kcal/mol suggests either dir
dissociation on a repulsive electronic surface or electro
predissociation on a surface with a large barrier to recom
nation.

r-

–
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547Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
From the absorption spectrum of Gollnick and Strack7

the dominant absorption at 193 nm should be a~p*←p!
transition on the SO moiety. The fast photofragment prim
dissociation may then be the result of electronic predisso
tion involving a repulsive electronic surface. Comparison
TOF spectra taken at m/e 18~CD3

1! and 35° with the disso-
ciation laser polarized at245°, 0°, 45°, and 90° with respec
to the detector axis demonstrated no difference in the ove
TOF spectra. Assuming an isotropic angular distribution
the slow photofragment primary dissociation, a reasona
assumption for a statistical dissociation on the ground e
tronic surface~see Sec. IV A!, no change in the relative in
tensity of the fast photofragment channel to slow photofr
ment channel contributions in the TOF with polarizati
suggests a near isotropic angular distribution for the
photofragment primary dissociation. A first order approxim
tion of the dipole moment for a~p*←p! transition within
C2v symmetry places the dipole moment in the plane of
molecule along the SvO bond. Based on a ground state CS
bond angle of 96.4°~Ref. 7! the angle between the dipol
and the C–S bond is 48.2°, leading to an anisotro
parameter19 of b50.34 in the limit of a prompt dissociation
While in the excited state the CSC bond angle might
expected to increase, this would only lead to a decreas
the limiting value ofb. In addition, any rotational averagin
of the reactant molecule prior to dissociation will also se
to decrease the value ofb. Our data for m/e 18 at variou
laser polarization angles is not sufficient to distingu
within this small range of values forb, 0,b,0.3. Therefore,
our measurement of an angular distribution for the f
photofragment primary dissociation channel, which appe
nearly isotropic in the laboratory frame, is consistent w
electronic predissociation from thep* surface on even a ver
rapid timescale owing to our lack of sensitivity to the degr
to which the distribution is anisotropic.

Slow photofragment primary dissociation.The P(ET)
for the slow photofragments primary dissociation@reaction
~2a!# is shown in Figs. 5~a! and 13~a! for DMSO-d6 and
DMSO-h6, respectively. Within experimental error, Fig
5~a! and 13~a! are the same. Note that theP(ET) in Fig. 2~a!
determined from the slow m/e 66~CD3SO

1! photoproducts
differs from Figs. 5~a! and 13~a! on the low energy side. As
will be discussed below, a significant fraction of the slo
CD3SO products undergo secondary decomposition
therefore theP(ET) in Fig. 2~a! represents only thos
CD3SO photofragments that survive. TheP(ET) in Figs. 5~a!
and 13~a! were determined from the methyl radical produ
that does not secondarily decompose, and, therefore, re
sents the completeP(ET) for the slow photofragment pri
mary dissociation.

TheP(ET) for the slow photofragment primary dissoci
tion @Figs. 5~a! or 13~a!#, is peaked at 2 kcal/mol and de
creases exponentially out beyond 30 kcal/mol. Translatio
energy distributions of this type, peaked near zero with
exponentially decreasing tail, are characteristic of statist
dissociation on the ground electronic surface involving lit
or no recombination barrier. From the endothermicity of t
primary C–S bond cleavage, D0~CH3-SOCH3!551
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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kcal/mol,5,6 the available energy following absorption at 19
nm ~148 kcal/mol! is 97 kcal/mol. In the case of a statistic
translational energy distribution, the extremely low probab
ity for formation of products with a translational energy r
lease greater than half of the available energy severely lim
our sensitivity to theP(ET) above 50 kcal/mol. For compari
son, Fig. 16 shows a prior distribution for dissociation of
rotationally cold molecule into two polyatomic fragments
four and six atoms each within the rigid rotor, harmon
oscillator, and spherical top approximations, and given
kcal/mol of available energy.20 The prior distribution repre-
sents a completely statistical prediction against which
experimentally determined distribution may be compar
From Fig. 16 it is clear that the measuredP(ET) ~dashed
line! is in excellent agreement with the prior translation
energy distribution~solid line!. Our results indicate that in
the case of the slow photofragment primary dissociation
initial electronic excitation is followed by internal conve
sion to the ground electronic surface and C–S bond cleav
to produce two open shell molecules with little or no barr
to recombination.

B. Secondary decomposition of the sulfonyl
intermediate, CD 3SO/CH3SO

Following the primary dissociation@reaction ~2a!# the
sulfonyl intermediates containing sufficient internal ener
will undergo secondary decomposition. We found no e
dence for the secondary dissociation of products produce
the fast photofragment primary dissociation. The fast pho
fragment primary dissociation~see Sec. IV A! results in the
production of electronically excited sulfonyl radicals with
substantial fraction of the available energy appear
in translation. The predominant partitioning of th

FIG. 16. Calculated prior distributions for dissociation of a rotationally co
reactant into 4 and 6 atom fragments within the rigid rotor, harmonic os
lator, and spherical top approximations with 97 kcal/mol of available
ergy. The solid line is the calculated translational energy distribution. T
dotted line is the internal energy distribution of the four atom product. T
dotted-dashed-dotted line is the internal energy distribution of the six a
product. The dashed line is the primaryP(ET) for the slow channel of
reaction~2a! from Figs. 5~a! and 13~a!.
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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548 Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
available energy into translational and electronic degree
freedom and the lack of dissociative ionization of the f
m/e 66 ~CD3SO

1! photoproduct at m/e 64~CD2SO
1! are

consistent with the persistence of the sulfonyl radicals p
duced in the fast photofragment primary dissociation.

In contrast with the fast photofragment primary dissoc
tion, sulfonyl intermediates produced in the slow photofra
ment primary dissociation should contain ample internal
ergy to undergo secondary dissociation. As discussed in
IV A, the slow photofragment primary dissociation is a s
tistical, near prior, dissociation on the ground electronic s
face. Figure 6 shows the overall slow photofragment prim
channelP(ET), with the P(ET) for the surviving CD3SO
fragments overlaid. The distributions are the same ab
;20 kcal/mol but at lower translational energy, and th
higher internal energy of the products, the distribution for
surviving CD3SO fragments begins to fall off. The differenc
between the two distributions, the cross-hatched area in
6, represents the CH3SO/CD3SO fragments that undergo se
ondary decomposition. The gradual decline in theP(ET) for
the surviving CD3SO fragments toward lower translation
energy reflects the broad internal energy distribution of
methyl partner fragment. In the case of atomic eliminatio
given translational energy release reflects a well-defined
ternal energy in the polyatomic partner fragment and the
sult is an abrupt truncation of theP(ET) for the surviving
polyatomic fragment.21 In this case the broad internal energ
distribution in the methyl partner fragment allows a bro
distribution of internal energy in the CD3SO fragments for a
given translational energy release yielding a gradual trun
tion of theP(ET).

The onset of the truncation in theP(ET) for surviving
CD3SO photofragments occurs at the point where intern
cold methyl radicals are produced along with sulfonyl ra
cals with internal energy equal to the height of the barrie
secondary sulfonyl radical decomposition. The recombi
tion barrier for secondary C–S bond cleavage is.8 kcal/mol
~see the next section!. Adding the recombination barrier t
the C–S bond energy for the sulfonyl radical of;52 kcal/
mol the barrier to secondary C–S bond cleavage is;60
kcal/mol. The onset of the truncation in the primaryP(ET)
should therefore occur at;37 kcal/mol since the availabl
energy following primary C–S bond cleavage is;97 kcal/
mol. With the onset of the truncation reflecting production
internally cold methyl radicals, the portion of theP(ET)
measured for the surviving sulfonyl intermediates bel
;37 kcal/mol directly reflects the internal energy distrib
tion of methyl radicals produced with surviving sulfon
radicals. As can be seen in Fig. 2~a! the P(ET) lies almost
entirely below 37 kcal/mol.

Using the prior model, in Fig. 16, to predict th
internal exitation in the sulfonyl intermediate followin
the slow photofragment primary dissociatio
^Eint~CD3SO/CH3SO!&prior558 kcal/mol with the distribution
extending beyond 90 kcal/mol. Both cleavage of the C
bond @reaction~2b!#, and cleavage of the C–H/C–D bon
@reaction~3!#, are, therefore, thermodynamically accessi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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pathways for secondary decomposition of the sulfonyl int
mediate.

Secondary decomposition of the CD3SO/CH3SO interme-
diate: C–S bond cleavage.Cleavage of the C–S bond@re-
action ~2b!# was the dominant secondary dissociation ch
nel for the CH3SO intermediates, and the only seconda
decomposition pathway detected for the CD3SO intermedi-
ates. As discussed above in Sec. IV B the difference betw
the the overallP(ET) for the slow photofragment primary
dissociation and theP(ET) for surviving sulfonyl intermedi-
ates~the cross-hatched area in Fig. 6!, represents the primary
P(ET) for the CD3SO/CD3SO fragments that undergo se
ondary decomposition. In Fig. 6 the difference between
two distributions represents 55% of the total distributio
consistent with 56610% secondary decomposition dete
mined from the CD3 TOF spectra fitting ratios. For reason
discussed in Sec. III B we were unable to directly detect
surviving CH3SO photofragments, however, in the fitting w
assumed the primaryP(ET) for CH3SO intermediates tha
secondarily dissociate to be the same as that for the CD3SO
photofragments. From the fitting ratios in the CH3 TOF spec-
tra we find that 64610% of the CH3SO intermediates un
dergo secondary decomposition. This corresponds to a q
tum yield for the SO of 0.660.1 compared to the quantum
yield reported by Chenet al. for SO of 1.0260.12.8

The P(ET) determined for secondary C–S bond clea
age is shown in Fig. 5~b! for CD3SO and in Fig. 13~b! for
CH3SO. The distributions are very similar, however, t
P(ET) for CH3SO decomposition is slightly broader and
little flatter at the top of the distribution. This difference
likely the result of competing C–H bond cleavage in the ca
of CH3SO decomposition, which is discussed in the follo
ing section. In addition, stiffer modes in the CH3 product, as
compared to the CD3 product, might result in less vibrationa
excitation of the CH3 product and, therefore, a slightly faste
P(ET) for the CH3SO decomposition. The translational e
ergy distributions@Figs. 5~b! and 13~b!# are peaked at;8
kcal/mol suggesting a barrier to recombination of.8 kcal/
mol. If one considers a dissociation model for simple bo
rupture over an exit barrier where the available energy
partitioned in an impulsive fashion up to the height of t
barrier to recombination and statistically above the barrie3

then the maximum probability in the translational energy d
tribution will reflect the barrier to recombination. The su
cess of this model for different chemical systems with wide
differing available energies has shown that the barrier to
combination is predominantly responsible for energy pa
tioned into translation even when the available ene
greatly exceeds the barrier height.4 The limiting case results
if all the potential energy of the recombination barrier a
pears in translation. Since it is possible for some portion
that potential energy to evolve into internal degrees of fr
dom as the dissociation proceeds, our measured maximu
theP(ET) represents a lower limit to the recombination ba
rier. In the case of both the deuterated and nondeuter
DMSO the fits to the data were not sensitive to the ex
shape of the secondary angular distribution, however, the
did require that the secondary angular distribution maint
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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549Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
forward/backward symmetry, demonstrating rotational av
aging of the CD3SO intermediate prior to secondary C–
bond dissociation and providing direct evidence that reac
~2! proceeds via a stepwise mechanism.23 In the case of a
concerted three-body elimination we would have measure
strong correlation between the primary and secondary re
velocity vectors.2

Our measurement of the SO internal energy found 1
63.5 kcal/mol on average, which agrees well with the m
accurate measurement of Chenet al.who found an average
of 8.9 kcal/mol with the vibrational distribution peaked
v52.8 From our results we conclude that SO products re
from a stepwise dissociation@reaction~2!# with a statistical
primary dissociation followed by secondary decomposit
over a recombination barrier of.8 kcal/mol. This suggests
that the dynamical partitioning of available energy into S
internal degrees of freedom results from strong exit chan
effects in the secondary decomposition of the sulfonyl int
mediate.

From the measured branching ratios we find a quan
yield for CH3/CD3 of 1.460.1. This is in excellent agreemen
with recent diode absorption gain measurements made
Rudolph and co-workers who determined a quantum yield
1.460.1 for CD3 from the dissociation of DMSO-d6 at 193
nm.22 In addition, Rudolph and co-workers determined t
fraction of nascent methyl radical products formed in t
vibrational ground state. Their measurements suggest a
ternal energy content of the CD3 products in excess of th
REMPI measurements of Chenet al.8 and below the interna
energy content which had been previously determined
CD3 products in the dissociation of acetone-d6 at 193 nm.24

For comparison we can make a qualitative estimate of
vibrational energy in the methyl radical products based
our overall picture of the dissociation of DMSO-d6 at 193
nm. The fast primary dissociation accounts for 19% of
total methyl radical yield. Using the soft fragment impulsi
model4 with 42 kcal/mol of available energy~see Sec. IV A!
we estimatêEint~CH3/CD3!&;4 kcal/mol for the fast photof-
ragment primary dissociation. For the slow photofragm
primary dissociation, which accounts for 52% of the to
methyl radical yield, we use the prior model~see Sec. IV A!
to estimate^Eint~CH3/CD3!&;32 kcal/mol. The remaining
29% of the methyl radical products are the result of seco
ary decomposition of sulfonyl intermediates. As discuss
earlier in this section, the forward barrier to C–S bond cle
age in the sulfonyl radical intermediates is;60 kcal/mol.
For sulfonyl radicals produced in the slow photofragme
primary dissociation we can again use the prior model as
estimate of the internal energy distribution~see Fig. 16!.
Truncating the distribution below 60 kcal/mol to represe
only those sulfonyl radicals that undergo secondary dec
position yields ^CH3SO/CD3SO&int;67 kcal/mol. With
D0~CH32SO!;52 kcal/mol,5,6 ^ET&511 kcal/mol for sec-
ondary C–S bond cleavage, and^Eint~SO!&;9 kcal/mol ~see
Ref. 8! suggests very little energy remaining in internal e
ergy of the methyl radical. Based on these estimates, ov
the methyl radical products will contain;17 kcal/mol of
internal energy each on average. While we acknowledge
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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clearly suggests a larger internal energy content in the m
thyl products than the REMPI measurements of Chenet al.

Secondary decomposition of the CH3SO intermediate:
C–H bond cleavage. The primary and secondary transla
tional energy distributions for reaction~3! that were deter-
mined from the fitting of the m/e 62~CH2SO

1! and m/e 1
~H1! TOF spectra are shown in Fig. 11. Our inability t
detect any evidence of C–D bond cleavage in the CD3SO
intermediates suggests that secondary C–H bond cleav
involves tunneling through the dissociation barrier. The se
ondaryP(ET) @Fig. 11~b!#, is peaked at;4 kcal/mol. Since
the C–H bond cleavage appears to involve tunneling, t
barrier to recombination should be slightly higher than the
kcal/mol reflected by the maximum in theP(ET). This
places the barrier to secondary dissociation for reaction~2b!
and reaction~3! in very close proximity of one another~see
Fig. 17!. Figure 11~a! shows theP(ET) for the primary C–S
bond cleavage, and although it is similar to the overall slo
photofragment primaryP(ET) in Fig. 13~a!, it is missing a
portion of the low energy side. In contrast, the primar
P(ET) for sulfonyl intermediates that undergo seconda
C–S bond cleavage~the region cross-hatched in Fig. 6! is
missing the high energy side in comparison to the over
slow photofragment primaryP(ET). This indicates that
CH3SO intermediates that go on to break a C–H bond a
internally cooler, and therefore translationally warmer, o
average compared with those that break the C–S bond.
resulting overall picture for the secondary decomposition
the CH3SO intermediates shows that the fraction of CH3SO

FIG. 17. A summary of the dissociation channels that we observed
DMSO following absorption at 193 nm. Thermodynamic values are fro
Refs. 5 and 6 and estimations for the energy ofS1, T1, andS2 are from
Ref. 7. Relative contributions of each channel are shown in Fig. 8.
No. 2, 8 January 1997
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550 Blank et al.: Dissociation of dimethyl sulfoxide
intermediates with substantial internal energy above the
riers to secondary dissociation result almost exclusively
C–S bond cleavage. However, a small portion of the CH3SO
intermediates with internal energy near the dissociation b
riers are able to break the C–H bond with tunneling play
an important role.

V. CONCLUSION

We have used the technique of photofragment tran
tional spectroscopy with VUV synchrotron radiation f
product ionization to investigate the photodissociation
DMSO-h6 and DMSO-d6 at 193 nm. A picture of the overal
dissociation including all of the observed dissociation ch
nels and the estimated barriers is shown in Fig. 17. In c
tradiction to previous studies we found direct evidence t
dissociation to sulfur monoxide and two methyl radicals o
curs via a stepwise dissociation on the ground electronic
face. In addition we also found competing dissociation ch
nels in both the primary and secondary steps. A sm
fraction of the primary dissociation results in a very lar
translation energy release and appears to involve dissocia
on an excited electronic surface to form the methyl radi
and an electronically excited state of the sulfonyl radic
With the majority of the available energy partitioned in
electronic and translational degrees of freedom the sulfo
radicals from the fast photofragment primary dissociat
lack sufficient internal energy to undergo secondary dec
position. The majority of the primary dissociation occurs fo
lowing an initial ~p*←p! excitation and internal conversio
to the ground electronic surface. Primary C–S bond cleav
then proceeds over little or no barrier resulting in a stati
cal, near prior, partitioning of the available energy. In t
case of DMSO-d6 all of the CD3SO intermediates with suf
ficient internal energy to overcome the barrier to C–S bo
cleavage, 56% of the SOCD3 produced in the slow photof
ragment primary dissociation, dissociate via reaction~2b!. In
the case of DMSO-h6 those sulfonyl intermediates with in
ternal energy well above the barrier to secondary C–S b
cleavage go on to dissociate via reaction~2b!, however, a
small fraction of CH3SO intermediates with internal energ
near the dissociation barriers are able to break the C–H b
with tunneling playing a significant role.
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